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Abstract
Background. H1N1 is a worldwide epidemic, and targeting early stage of human
proteins involved will be effective in treatments due to high mutability of H1N1.
Aim. We aim to identify source proteins in H1N1 infection.
Data. Human protein-gene network containing protein-protein, post-transnational
modification and protein-DNA interactions forms a weighed directed graph given
transmission time of each edge. At different time points of H1N1 infection, expressions of part of gene were recorded and activation time of these gene can be
obtained based on these records.
Method. Activation starts from source protein nodes and diffuses toward neighbors. Availability of activation time from part of gene nodes makes the problem
become diffusion network with partially observed nodes. Starting with the shortest path tree from the original graph, we have developed two algorithms for source
identification. The MLE with edge optimization performs iterative update of likelihood for each potential source node and identifies source based on likelihood
ranking. The fastest diffusion method identifies source nodes which overall propagate activations towards observed nodes faster.
Results. Both methods are better than random guess, and the fastest diffusion
method gains about 12 folds of source nodes hits compared to random guess.
Conclusions. Source proteins in H1N1 infection can be traced in the methods
here with much better chance than random guess. The methods derived in the
study can be applied not only to source prediction in H1N1 infection but also in
other diseases.
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1.1

Introduction
H1N1 infection pathways

H1N1 is a subtype of influenza A virus. Its name comes from the type of surface glycoproteins.
H1N1 can infect many animal species besides human. The outbreak of H1N1 in 2009 caused about
17, 000 deaths within one year. Designing therapeutics against this disease become important in
treatment and prevention. To achieve that, we need to understand biological pathways involved in
the infection and identify some early proteins as target to design drugs. In this study, we aim to
identified source proteins in H1N1 infection based on human protein-gene network and partially
observe gene activation during the infection.
Before going through the biological pathways of H1N1 infection, first we will go over some important biological terms:
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• Gene: a functional unit or a locus resides in DNA which encodes RNA and/or protein.
There are about 20, 000 protein-coding genes in human [1, 2]. On the basis of genes,
human system is constructed and various functions have been accomplished.
• Transcription: genes can not take action directly. Instead they exert their functions through
mediator called RNA. Transcription is to synthesize RNA using gene in DNA as template
under RNA polymerase and other proteins so that the information in gene can be transmitted.
• Protein-DNA interaction: transcription is usually strictly regulated. Certain family of proteins are able to bind to DNA and alter transcription rate of downstream genes.
• Translation: protein is synthesized by using RNA as template so the genetic information
in gene is represented in protein. In most of cases, proteins are the major components to
execute functions.
• Post-transnational modification: certain classes of proteins can be modified by other proteins so the activity or performance of these classes of proteins changes.
Hereby from gene which stores genetic information to protein which execute functions, there exist
multiple cascades and each of them is regulated. Accordingly from a virus infection to cell response,
multiple signal pathway activations take place. Several interactions in the cell as shown in Figure 1
are key for this signal passing. In protein-DNA (PD) interaction, a protein binds to a DNA segment,
increasing or decreasing the downstream gene transcription level. This interaction can be mapped
with a directed edge, meaning this protein targets this gene. In protein-protein (PP) interaction, two
proteins bind together and alter performance of each other. This interaction can be mapped with
bidirectional edges to indicate the change is mutual. In post-transnational modification (PTM), a
protein modifies another protein and change its performance. The interaction can be mapped with a
directed edge meaning the former targets the latter.
The knowledge above can be applied to model H1N1 flu infection. H1N1 is composed of viral proteins and RNA. Once H1N1 attaches a host cell, the viral protein will trigger cell response through
a series of PP and PTM interactions. The effect will be eventually transduced to gene expressions
level through PD interaction and induce cell stress and cell death pathways. Meanwhile viral RNA
is injected into the host cell and is vital for virus proliferation. The host cell is also able to sense
viral RNA and activate inflammation and immune response pathways as defense through PD, PP,
and PTM interactions. Consequently components, proteins and genes, in these multiple pathways
can be linked with directed edges, which depends on their relations to form a network.

1.2

Diffusion network and previous work

Networks are universal in modern society which enable information propagation and node communications. They are generally composed of nodes, which take responsibility of receiving, processing
and sending messages, and edges which communicate nodes with each other. In such an network, an
infection can start from one node and rapidly diffuse across the whole network. This arises a term
called diffusion network.
Diffusion network deal with the problem of identifying the source nodes based on the infection
pattern. This is important in many areas. For example, finding the source in a virus infected network
will be helpful to reduce the influence and prevent infections in future. In addition, we often face
challenges to find rumor or disease source from a social or human network. In this study, we will
focus on gene and protein regulation network. This can be also modeled under the framework of
diffusion network, in which a gene or a protein is a node and their interactions can be represented
with edges. With regulations, a gene or a protein is either activated or inhibited by upstream protein.
Figure 2 is an simple example of diffusion network. The infection time for each node is indicated
in parenthesis. Each number besides edge is transmission time from one parent node to its child.
At time 0, infection starts from node A, diffuses across the network and reaches node E at time 8.
This diffusion follows a shortest path property. For example, from node A to node D, there are three
paths: A − B − D, A − D and A − C − D. Apparently A − B − D takes the shortest path so the
actual infection path, shaded in red, follow this path. Similarly from node A to node E, A − E is
the shortest path.
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Figure 1: Interactions in biological pathways. Protein-DNA: protein binds to DNA and affects
the downstream gene expression. In this example, more RNA is produced. This interaction can
be modeled as a directed edge with protein pointing to gene. Protein-Protein: two proteins binds
together to activate/inhibit each other. This interaction can be modeled as bi-directional edges.
Protein-Protein or post-transnational modification: one protein modified another protein and affect
its function. This interaction can be modeled as a directed edge with protein (exert modification)
pointing to protein (modified).

Regarding models in diffusion networks, there are Susceptible-Infected(SI) and IndependentCascade (IC) models. SI is the most popular model. Under SI, a node stays infected and is able
to infect multiple nodes. The infection transmission time between nodes are independent with each
other. In contrast, under IC, a node will recover to normal state once it infects its child and one node
can infect only one child node once. In this study, we will focus on H1N1 infection pathway. Since
one gene or protein get activated, it will affect multiple downstream genes or proteins and the effect
will last for sometime. Therefore SI model will fit the case better and all future discussions will be
under this model.
Multiple efforts have been made to study the problem of diffusion network. Kempe et al. used the IC
model to find the source node [3]. However, due to the limitation of IC model, it is hard to evaluate
performance in the real world and apply the method to the real data. Lappas et al.[4] and Du et al.
[5] employed self-defined influence functions in searching source based on node influence. Feizi et
al. propose a diffusion kernel method which essentially converts sum of exponential distributions
to gamma distribution to obtain maximal likelihood estimate (MLE) [6]. This method also allows
them to incorporate observed infection time into calculation. However, in these studies, they all
assumed that infection states for all nodes were known, which may not be applied to some circumstances. Zhang et al. used a reverse propagation and a clustering technique to identified source nodes
with partially observed infection states [7]. The method is good at dealing with data in which lots
of hidden nodes exist, but it required predetermined infection probability and can not incorporate
information from infection time.
Recently Pinto et al. assumed that only small portion of nodes were observed and their infection
time is known when searching the source [8]. This is close to lots of real-world data, but the method
requires large distance between these observed nodes. More recently Farajtabar et al relied on
importance sampling to get rid of hidden nodes and find source by ranking likelihood under each
potential source nodes [9]. This is so far the optimal method to deal with data containing large
percentages of hidden nodes and a small fraction of observed nodes with infection time known.
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Figure 2: Infection is propagated in a diffusion network. Each number beside an edge is transmission
time took from a parent to its child. Nodes are labeled with letters and numbers in parenthesis are
infection time. Node E in green is an observed node with infection time known, where other nodes
in black are hidden node with unknown infection time (we added time here to make it clearer, but
in real data, this information is missing). The actual infection diffusion path is represented with
red arrows. The diffusion pattern follows the shortest path property which allows the infection
propagated rapidly.

Although big progress has been made in searching source from a diffusion network, finding exact
diffusion path or source is a NP-hard problem [10]. There are several challenges:
• Large number of nodes and edges: in a real graph, there may exist many nodes which have
multiple children. As an infection diffuses, the possible paths may increase exponentially.
• Data with partially observed node: in a dataset we do not have any information (infected
or not; infection time) for majority of nodes.
• Infection transmission time from one node to another is unknown: in the case of [9], edge
distributions were know which allows them to model transmission time. Under some cases,
we do not know the edge distributions.
So far we summarized the previous work in diffusion network as well as challenge in identifying
the source. When it moves to an biological network such as pathways in H1N1 infection, the edge
(transmission time) distributions is generally unknown and hard to determine, which makes the
problem even challenging.

2

Problem and approach

In this study, we will identify source nodes in H1N1 infection. Concretely we aim to find source
proteins that activate immune response pathways in human. While this can be done experimentally
for some viruses, it is hard to do for several others. If we can recover these in a computational
manner, it would be very useful. During H1N1 infection, the components and relations involved
in the infection can be considered as a diffusion network with activation propagated from a parent
protein to its children. In this network, each protein or gene can be considered as a node, while
interaction between them can be modeled by edges as shown in Figure 1. On the basis of biological
experiments, expression levels of part of genes can be measured in multiple time points so we will
know when each gene get activated. The model here is analogous to diffusion network with partial
observed nodes, which can be fit into the frame of maximal likelihood estimate with important
sampling [9].
Hereby, we will first introduce the relevant method of MLE with importance sampling by Farajtabar
et al.[9]. Then we will derive and implement edge optimization to obtain MLE and to find source
nodes. It represents the algorithm of coordinate accent. We next will implement a simple algorithm
which relies on shortest path property. This method more emphasizes the structure of network when
we can not obtain the accurate edge distributions.
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Component 1
MDM2
TP53
SP4

Interacton
PTM
PP
PD

Component 2
TP53
UBC
FGFRL1

Confidence
1.0
1.0
0.3

Table 1: Example of interactions from dataset
14451 (TLK1)
Expression

0.25 h
0.70

0.5 h
0.16

1h
-0.13

1.5 h
0.10

2h
-0.03

4h
0.17

6h
0.20

8h
-0.16

12 h
-0.07

18 h
-0.24

Table 2: Example of human gene expression during H1N1 infection

3

Dataset

There are two parts in the whole dataset. The first part contains interaction information which allow
us to construct the weighted graph. It has PP, PTM and PD interactions, which corresponds bidirectional, directed and directed edges, respectively. The information was collected from multiple data
sources including BioGRID (PP interactions) [11], Protein Reference Database (PP and PTM interactions) [12] and TF-gene binding predictions (PD interactions) [13]. Interactions in each database
are identified with one or more biological techniques such as binding assays, mass spectra, crystallization. The summarized interaction data are available at https://docs.google.com/
file/d/0BwvqEovxDE4gS2ZBaU1wNUJnS00/edit?usp=drive_web. Table 1 shows
the format of the dataset. Column 1 and 3 are protein or gene in interactions. Column 2 are interaction type. Column 4 is the confidence for this interaction. For example, in the second row,
TP53 has protein-protein iteration with UBC. So we can put bidirectional edges between TB53 and
UBC. Since some PP interaction is not very confident, in data process, we removed PP interactions
with confidence less than 0.5. All the genes and proteins which participate the network will be included in the dataset. However, lots of them have aliases and different data source may use different
names. We got all the possible aliases from NCBI (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/gene)
and indexed proteins or genes so different name under the same protein or gene have one index.
The second part of dataset contains 10 time points (0.25h, 0.5h, 1h, 1.5h, 2h, 4h, 6h, 8h, 12h, 18h)
of gene expressions for more than 13, 000 genes during H1N1 infection [14]. The data are available at https://docs.google.com/file/d/0BwvqEovxDE4gS2ZBaU1wNUJnS00/
edit?usp=drive_web. They are essentially relative RNA level of each gene compared to 0h
(right before the H1N1 infection). We consider activation of a gene when its expression level increase or decrease by 0.5. Table 2 shows an example of TLK1 (14451) expression. 0.25h is considered as time of activation since the change is above 0.5. It is worth noting that we define activation
by changing not just increasing. We check each gene to record the earliest time to get activated.
Thus after this process, we will get nodes (gene) and their activation time. Again all the genes are
indexed to remove ambiguity from aliases.

4

Methods

In this part, we will first illustrate how to build the weighted graph. Then we will explore the method
of MLE with importance sampling by Farajtabar et al.[9]. Next we will introduce our algorithm
which employs edge-wise optimization. Finally we will introduce a simple algorithm which is
based on the shortest path ranking.

4.1

Weighted graph building

To incorporate observed activation time, we need to obtain the transmission time between nodes.
Transmission time or edge weight τij is defined as difference between activation time of node i and
activation time of node j, where node i has a directed edge to node j. τij is positive and allows us
5

Index 1
8262
14831
13510

Interacton
PTM
PP
PD

Index 2
14831
15312
5075

Transmission time (h)
0.029
0.015
0.074

Table 3: Example of weighted edges for building graph
Node number
Edge number
PP edges
PTM edges
PD edges

15440
273786
215464
2458
55864

Table 4: Statistics of weighted graph built from human protein-gene network
to model transmission delay. There are three types of interactions. The transmission time of them
can be modeled as:
• PP and PTM: These types of interactions are usually short and transient. The transmission
time are generally not available for these interactions. We put exponential distribution for
transmission time τij ∼ exp(λ). This implies once parent node gets activated, child node
will be activated within short time with high probability. We further assume the transmission time for each edge is independently identically distributed. In other word, transmission
time for one edge does not affect the time for other edges. Given the distribution, we can
obtain transmission time or edge weight with sampling.
• PD: For a protein-gene interaction, the target gene is considered to be activated when its
RNA is transcripted. Human gene lengths are available in NCBI (http://www.ncbi.
nlm.nih.gov/gene). In addition, gene transcription rate almost remains constant in
human and rate has been determined as 3.8kb/min [15, 16]. So we can obtain transmission
time by simple divisions.
We now able to constructed graph with weighted edges. Table 3 gives some examples. For example,
in the second row, 14831 interacts 15312 with protein-protein interaction. We added bidirectional
edges between them and put weight 0.015 as transmission time. Consequently we built a directed
graph with 15440 nodes and 273786 edges (bidirectional edges are counted as two). The statistics
of graphs are shown in Table 4. For each node, we store both its children and parents to accelerate
search.

4.2

Shortest path property

Activation from source to downstream nodes follows the shortest path property. The path from
the source to one node will take the smallest sum of edge weights. In other word, source tends to
activate the downstream as soon as possible. In Figure 1, the actual diffusion path shaded in red
is the shortest path. Not only simplifies the diffusion path, the shortest path property also allow us
to assign activation time for those hidden nodes. In the graph, one node may have multiple parent
nodes. The shortest path property considers the earliest parent node as true parent and assigns the
smallest activation time for it. It is worth noting that activation time of observed nodes are known
from the dataset so we does not need to assign time for them. One important outcome for this time
assigning is that it allow to calculate likelihood function given edge distributions.
The shortest path tree can be obtained with Dijkstra’ algorithm in O(|E| + |V |log|V |) [17], where
|E| and |V | denote edge number and node number, respectively. Briefly, the algorithm starts from
source node and update distances of its children based on edge weights. Next the closest node will
be check and distance of its children will be updated if the sum of weights now is smaller than their
previous values. Then the these nodes will add to the previous nodes for distance comparison and
the second closest node will be checked to update its child nodes. As the algorithm goes on, dis6

tance of all nodes will be updated with the smallest sum of edge weights. Typically a min priority
queue is generated to obtain the node with the smallest distance every time. At the same time, the
parent leading to this shortest distance will be maintained. The final outcome of this algorithm is
a tree structure with the shortest distance from source to every nodes. Notably, the original graph
may contains many cycles which exclude factorization of joint distribution. After running Dijkstra’s algorithm, the final tree structure will allow us to factorize the joint likelihood to a series of
multiplications of conditional probabilities so that we can plug in each edge distribution.

4.3

MLE with Importance sampling

The method proposed by Farajtabar et al.[9] represents the idea of removing hidden nodes with
sampling. Let O denote a set of observed activated nodes and ti denote the activation time of
observed nodes; let S denote a set of source nodes; let H denote a set of unobserved nodes and tj
denote the activation time of unobserved nodes. The likelihood function can be written as:
Z
L(S) = p({ti }i∈O |S) =
p({ti }i∈O , {tj }j∈H |S)d{tj }j∈H
(1)
H

Since H contains large numbers of nodes (more than 12, 000 of proteins and genes lack information
on whether they are activated or not during H1N1 infection), the integration is in high dimension and
is intractable for this large graph. For this reason, they introduced auxiliary variable ai , i ∈ O and a
proposal distribution q({ai }i∈O , {tj }j∈H ). ai , i ∈ O represents activation time of observed nodes
from sampling. Thus for observed nodes, there are two kinds of time: ai , i ∈ O is assigned activation
time from sampling; ti , i ∈ O is true activation time from experimental records. Therefore:
Z
p({ti }i∈O |S) =
p({ti }i∈O , {tj }j∈H |S)d{tj }j∈H
ZH
= p({ti }i∈O , {tj }j∈H |S)q({ai }i∈O )d{ai }i∈O d{tj }j∈H
Z
p({ti }i∈O , {tj }j∈H |S)q({ai }i∈O )
=
q({ai }i∈O , {tj }j∈H )d{ai }i∈O d{tj }j∈H
q({ai }i∈O , {tj }j∈H )
≈

L
1 X p({ti }i∈O , {tlj }j∈H |S)q({ali }i∈O )
L
q({ali }i∈O , {tlj }j∈H )
l

(2)
where L denotes the number of sampling time and l is the l th sampling. In the previous step, they
converted a high dimension integration to sum of a series of multiplications. Choose q({ali }i∈O ) =
p({ali }i∈O |{tlj }j∈H ) and factorize the joint distributions:
p({ti }i∈O |S)
=
=
=
=
=

1 X p({ti }i∈O , {tlj }j∈H )p({ali }i∈O |{tlj }j∈H )
L
q({ali }i∈O , {tlj }j∈H ))
Q
Q
l
l
l
1 X i∈O p(ti |par(i)) j∈H p(tj |par(j))p({ai }i∈O |{tj }j∈H )
Q
Q
l
l
L
i∈O p(ai |par(i))
j∈H p(tj |par(j))
Q
Q
Q
l
l
l
l
1 X i∈O p(ti |par(i)) j∈H p(tj |par(j) ∈ O) j∈H p(tj |par(j) ∈ H)p({ai }i∈O |{tj }j∈H )
Q
Q
Q
l
l
l
L
i∈O p(ai |par(i))
j∈H p(tj |par(j) ∈ O)
j∈H p(tj |par(j) ∈ H)
Q
Q
l
l
l
1 X i∈O p(ti |par(i)) j∈H p(tj |par(j) ∈ O)p({ai }i∈O |{tj }j∈H )
Q
Q
l
l
L
i∈O p(ai |par(i))
j∈H p(tj |par(j) ∈ O)
Q
l
1 XY
j∈H p(tj |ti , i ∈ par(j), i ∈ O)
p(ti |par(i)) Q
l l
L
j∈H p(tj |ai , i ∈ par(j), i ∈ O)
i∈O
(3)

where par(i) denotes the parent of the node i. In the last step, p(tlj |tli , i ∈ par(j), i ∈ H) is equal
in both nominator and denominator, and get canceled. Thus only observed nodes as parents are left.
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1.Input: {ti }i∈O and a graph with distribution of each edge known
2.Randomly sample transmission time of each edge for L times
3. Under each source node, for the l th sample, start tS with 0 and assigned
tlj , j ∈ par(i) for each i ∈ O with shortest path tree; also assign ali
4. Under each source node, compute the likelihood function with equation 3;
choose tS to maximize the likelihood function
5. Search source node with equation 5
Table 5: Algorithm of MLE with importance sampling
Next each conditional probability can be plugged in with exponential distribution λexp{−λ(ti −
tpar(i) )}, where ti − tpar(i) is transmission time between node i and its parent par(i):
p({ti }i∈O |S)
Q
l
1 XY
j∈H p(tj |ti , i ∈ par(j), i ∈ O)
=
p(ti |par(i)) Q
l l
L
j∈H p(tj |ai , i ∈ par(j), i ∈ O)
i∈O
Q
l
1 XY
j∈H λexp{−λ(tj − ti )}i∈par(j),i∈O
=
λexp{−λ(ti − tpar(i) )} Q
l
L
j∈H λexp{−λ(tj − ai )}i∈par(j),i∈O
i∈O

(4)

The source node can be found with the following equation:
S ∗ =argmax argmax p({ti }i∈O |tS )
S∈H

(5)

tS

With the importance sampling, they take sampling of each edge, start tS (source node activation
time) with 0, and obtain parents activation time of these observed nodes with the shortest path tree.
Then they used equation 3 to calculate the likelihood function. Next for a given potential source
node they chose tS to maximize the likelihood function for each potential source node. Finally they
ranked likelihood values among all potential source nodes and identified the the source node, as
demonstrated in 5. The algorithms is summarized in Table 5.

4.4

MLE with edge-wise optimization

Previous method introduced a proposal distribution and employed importance sampling to get rid of
hidden variables during maximal likelihood estimation. Instead of removing hidden variables our
method keeps them and employs coordinate ascent to reach maximal likelihood under each source.
Under the frame, the joint distribution is:
Y
Y
p({ti }i∈O , {tj }j∈H |S) =
p({ti }|par(i), S)
p({tj }|par(j), S)
i∈O

=

Y

j∈H

λexp{−λ(ti − tpar(i) )}

i∈O

Y

(6)
λexp{−λ(tj − tpar(j) )}

j∈H

It is worthy noting that the original graph is not necessarily acyclic. However, in the shortest path
tree we built with Dijkstra’s algorithm, the joint probability can be factorized as shown in equation
6. Under each source node, we adjusted transmission time for each feasible edge to maximize the
likelihood:
max p({ti }i∈O , {tj }j∈H |S)
{τi }

=max
{τi }

Y

λexp{−λ(ti − tpar(i) )}

i∈O

Y

λexp{−λ(tj − tpar(j) )}

j∈H

(7)
where τi denotes the transmission time or edge weight from the i th node’s parent to the i th node.
The edge number under the tree frame is equivalent to node number and is much smaller than in
original graph. To find source node, we first maximize the likelihood value for each potential source
8

nodes and then rank these potential source nodes by likelihood value. The optimization problem can
be written as:
S ∗ =argmax argmax p({ti }i∈O , {tj }j∈H |S)
S∈H
τ ∈E
Y
Y
(8)
=argmax argmax
λexp{−λ(ti − tpar(i) )}
λexp{−λ(tj − tpar(j) )}
S∈H

{τi }

i∈O

j∈H

To perform edge-wise optimization efficiently, we can split likelihood function into two parts:
Y
Y
p({ti }i∈O , {tj }j∈H |S) =
λexp{−λ(ti − tpar(i) )}
λexp{−λ(tj − tpar(j) )}
i∈O

j∈H

Y

= Kλexp(−λτk )

λexp{−λ(ti − (bi + τk ))}

(9)

i∈D(τk )

τk is the k th edge we are optimizing. bi is the sum of time from source to parent of the i th observed
node but without τk . Therefore tpar(i) = bi + τk . This expression allow us to write likelihood
as function of τk . D(τk ) denotes observed nodes have one-level downstream of edge τk . Here
one level means first observed node in each branch when going downstream of edge τk . When
optimizing edge τk , its downstream time assign of hidden nodes change until the first observed node
appears. The edges between these downstream hidden nodes remain the same and thus do not affect
likelihood. The edges between the one level observed nodes and their hidden parent nodes change
because time assign for hidden nodes is shifted and time for observed nodes is always fixed. So in
equation 9, we only consider two parts: one is the edge optimized; one is the edges between one-level
downstream nodes and their hidden parents. K is a constant which include products from hidden
nodes and non-downstream observed nodes. If transmission time between two nodes becomes 0, the
exponential probability density function (PDF) will become maximal. When we push transmission
time for one edge to zero, other edges may become negative. For that we include a penalty option
for each exponential PDF:

λexp{−λ(ti − tpar(i) )} ti ≥ tpar(i)
p(ti |par(i), S) =
λexp{−λ}
ti < tpar(i) ,  = 3+logλ
λ
If transmission time is positive, we use the regular form in the first case. If transmission time
is negative, we will use penalty term in the second case.  is fixed so it can not be optimized
to 0. Similarly if a potential source can not be connected to an observed node, we also use this
penalty term. For each edge optimization, we need to record the critical points defined as the time
of parent node equals time of child node. If passing the critical point, we switched single PDF to
penalty term. As long as τk moves across all the critical points, we will able to find the arg max.
When optimizing edges under one potential source node, we do not need to calculate likelihood
repeatedly. Instead we record ∆t. Based on equation 9, we can multiply the original likelihood with
exp(−λ∆t)exp(nλ∆t), where n is the size of set D(τk ).
Under the algorithm of edge-wise optimization. First we randomly initialize PP and PTM edges
with exponential distribution, and use determined time for PD edges. Next we select a hidden node
as potential source to generate the shortest path tree. Then we perform edge-wise optimization as
shown in Figure 3. When A-B edge is optimized, other edges between hidden nodes remain the
same. The effect passes within one level range so E-F and G-H edges get shrink or stretched. We
only need to modified the likelihood with the change of these three edges. For I-J edge, node F is
observed and fixed, so there is no change. For A-C-D, they are not downstream of A-B, so there is
no change. The edge-wise optimization will iteratively go from the closest feasible edges to further.
Here feasible edges include:
• PP or PTM interaction between two hidden nodes
• PP or PTM interaction between an observed parent node and a hidden child node
For PD edge, transmission time is determined. For an edge formed by two observed nodes, it is
also fixed. For an edge between a hidden parent node and an observed child node, we consider the
time of the hidden node is already fixed during previous optimization so the edge between it and its
observed child node is fixed. Once likelihood under one potential source node is optimized, we will
move to next potential source node and repeat the procedure above. We rank the nodes based on
their likelihood values and identified the source nodes. The algorithm is summarized in Table 6.
9

Figure 3: Edge-wise optimization. Hidden nodes are represented with circles and observed nodes
are represented with spots. Red edge between A and B is the one we are optimizing. Green edges
between E and F, and between G and H are within one level range and are affected during this
optimization. Since time of E and H is fix, the effect will not be passed to downstream nodes.

1.Input: {ti }i∈O and a graph with edge distributions
2.Randomly initialize transmission time of each edge based on its distribution
3. Under each source node, start tS with 0;
assigned tj , j ∈ H for each hidden node with shortest path tree
4. Under each source node, compute the likelihood function with equation 6;
5. For the current tree, start with the feasible edge closest to source,
change the transmission time across critical points to maximize the likelihood
6. Proceed to next closest feasible edge and maximize the likelihood as 5;
repeat until all feasible edges or less are optimized
7. Back to 3 and start with a new potential source to calculate likelihood
8. Rank the potential source nodes based on their likelihood and find source nodes with equation 8
Table 6: Algorithm of MLE with edge-wise optimization
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4.5

Fastest diffusion

Both of the previous two methods maximized likelihood (in different ways) to find source nodes.
They highly relied on edge distributions. However, in current dataset, the distributions of PP edge
and PTM edge are essentially unknown. Can we identify source node without MLE? In this part,
we will investigate it.
We assume that a true source node will propagate the activation to majority of observed nodes overall
in the shortest time. However, if time of each potential source node starts at 0, given fixed time of
observed nodes, we can not differentiate each potential source. Instead we compare difference
between an observed node and its parent. If a node has multiple parents, we consider the node with
the earliest time as true parent. For that, we defined a score for each observed node i as:

λ(ti − tpar(i) ) ti ≥ tpar(i)
(10)
score(i) =
0
ti < tpar(i)
An observed node will have a high score if its true parent get activated early. An observed node will
have 0 score if its parent is activated later or there no path from potential source to this node. This
part is considered as penalty. The total score under a potential source node S is defined as:
X
score(S) =
score(i)
(11)
i∈O

This means summing scores over all observed nodes. Intuitively a potential source which delivers
activation to all of the observed nodes’ parents faster will have higher score.
Under the fastest diffusion algorithm, transmission time for PP and PTM edges will be randomly
initialized with exponential distribution, while determined time is used for PD edges. Next under
one potential source, shortest path tree will be generated to assign time for each observed node’
parent. Then total score for this potential source can be calculated with equation 11. Then we move
to next potential source node to calculate the total score. Next we go back to random generation
transmission time and repeat the procedure multiple times to get accumulation of total score for
each potential source. By ranking them, we are able to identified the source nodes. This method
deemphasizes edge distributions and focus more on the shortest path property as well as allow the
incorporation of activation time.

5

Results

One important question is how we verified the source nodes identified under each method. Fortunately the authentic source proteins have been identified based on multiple RNAi experiments
[14, 18, 19, 20, 21]. RNAi is a useful techniques which knocks down RNA for a gene and decreases
its protein level. This will block the pathway and allow us to evaluate the role of this protein in
the pathway. Proteins located upstream tend to have more global effects. In this way, 204 source
proteins, as summarized in [23], have been identified and can serve to verify our methods.

5.1

MLE with Edge-wise optimization

For each potential source node, we generated the shortest path tree. Start from the feasible edge
closest to the potential source, we optimized the edge as described in Method. In Figure 4, we
plotted log-likelihood increase for a true source node and a non-source node. Both optimizations
are based on the same weighed graph. Figure 4 shows as the iterative steps go over all the feasible
edges, the log-likelihood is non-decreasing. This suggests our algorithm is efficient in maximizing
likelihood. Notably the number of edges optimized is much less than in the shortest path tree. This
is because our algorithms will stop searching the branch if there is no observed node downstream.
In addition, if repeating the optimization several times with random initialization of PP and PTM
edges, the log-likelihood will generally converge to the values shown in Figure 4.
Next we investigate the accuracy of source node identification under different λ, the parameter in
exponential distribution. Remember we sampled PP and PTM edges from exponential distribution
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Figure 4: Edge-wise optimization. Edges in the shortest path tree by a potential source node are
optimized iteratively. Here we include a non-source node and a true source node for comparison.
Under both cases, log-likelihood increases as the optimization proceed to all the feasible edges.

λ

0.1

1

10

100

1000

10000

top 204 hits

0.0190

0.0190

0.0333

0.0095

0.0143

0.0095

Table 7: Percentage of hits with complete optimization of edges

and we plug in this distribution to calculate likelihood under each potential source node. Due to
lacking exact information for transmission time, we used the same exponential distribution for every
of these edges. We define accuracy by the percentage of hits compared with true source node data.
That is, we extract the top 204 nodes from log-likelihood ranking and calculate what percentage
of them match with true source nodes. Table 7 shows with all the feasible edges optimized, when
λ = 10, we can get about 3.3% of hits in true source data, higher than the random guess of 204
nodes from 15440, which is about 1.3%.
Next we investigate the accuracy when we only optimize the first 10 feasible edges. This is to test if
we are able to stop in the middle and save some iterations. Table 8 shows in term of top 204 source
node matching, under λ = 10, we obtain 3.3% hits, which is equivalent to the case with complete
optimization (Table 7). We also include top 100 hits and top 50 hits, which use only first 100 and 50
in the likelihood rank to match source nodes. For top 100 hits generally give higher percentage than
top 204 hits, while top 50 hits have larger variations.

λ

0.1

1

10

100

1000

10000

top 204 hits
top 100 hits
top 50 hits

0.0143
0.0200
0

0.0048
0.0100
0

0.0333
0.0500
0.0600

0.0095
0.0100
0.0200

0.0238
0.0200
0

0.0095
0.0200
0

Table 8: Percentage of hits with first 10 edges optimized
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Method

Top 204 hits

p value

Run time per iteration

Random guess
MLE with edge optimization
Fastest diffusion

0.013 ± 0.006
0.027 ± 0.008
0.163 ± 0.005

0.018
1.32e−10

622s
229s

Table 9: Summary of performance by different methods. For hits, each entry represents mean ±
stdev from 5 independent experiments. One-way ANOVA was performed to calculate p values. All
are compared with random guess.

5.2

Fastest diffusion

Next we investigate the method of fastest diffusion. This method put less emphasis on edge distribution which is essentially unknown. Under the frame of fastest diffusion, nodes will be ranked
by a total score which is relevant to time differences between observed nodes and their parents.
The algorithm accumulates the total score under each potential source node with multiple random
initialization of edges (remember that we need to sample transmission time for PP and PTM edges).
Figure 5 shows percentages of hits under different λ. Here the percentage of hits is defined by
matching top 204 nodes ranked by likelihood with the true source nodes. When λ = 0.1, 1, the
percentage of hits stays low and does not respond to accumulation of total score. However, when
λ ≥ 10, percentage of hits increases as accumulation of total score from more random initializations.
Under λ = 10, 100, 1000, 10000, percentage of hits generally reaches about 15%, much higher than
the random guess (about 1.3%).
We summarize performance of source node prediction for each method in Table 9. Under random
guess, we randomly drew 204 nodes from total 15440 nodes and match them with true source. The
mean value is consistent with the expected 1.3%. For MLE with edge optimization, we report result
based on λ = 10. For fastest diffusion, we report result based on λ = 10000. Compared to random
result, edge optimization achieved 2 fold of hits with p < 0.05. Furthermore, fastest diffusion
achieves 12 fold of hits compared to random with p = 1.32e−10 .
As for run time, the fastest diffusion method takes about 229s per iteration, faster than MLE with
edge optimization, which is 662s per iteration. Here iteration means number of random initialization of edges. In an iteration, the fastest diffusion method only runs Dijkstra’s algorithm for every
potential source nodes while MLE with edge optimization will perform edge-wise optimization after Dijkstra. However, for fastest diffusion method, it will take about 20 iterations to get an optimal
value while more iterations for MLE with edge optimization is not helpful. Thus total run time for
the fastest diffusion is about 76min.

6

Discussions

H1N1 is known to be highly infectious and highly mutable. H1N1 is able to escape from virustarget vaccine or drug once new generation come out [22]. In contrast, the pathways inside human
cells are more conserved. Identification of mediators during infection will provide useful guidance
for designing effective drugs. Gitter et al.[23] developed a model called SDREM to predict key
mediators in H1N1 infection pathways. The protein-gene network constructed are originate from
human.
In this study, we aim to find source proteins during H1N1 infection based on human protein-gene
network and activation time of part of genes during infection. We first introduce a relevant method
which employ importance sampling in MLE by [9]. Then we developed the method which performs
edge-wise optimization and later a simple method which mostly relies on the shortest path property.
MLE with edge optimization is generally a sophisticated method and try to find source to lead certain
node activation pattern with MLE. The method performs better than random guess but not as good
as the simple fastest diffusion method. This may be because the current dataset is insufficient for this
13

Figure 5: Percentage of hits under different λ. Top 204 nodes ranked by total scores were matched
with the true source data to calculate percentage of hits. When λ ≤ 1, hits remain low and do not
respond to accumulation of total scores. When λ ≥ 10, hits increase as total score accumulated
from more iterations and reach plateau.
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Source

Internal

Target

18

11

6

Table 10: Hits of H1N1 infection pathway components from top 100 nodes by the fastest diffusion
method.

sophisticated method. The method relies on the likelihood to find the source. However, in current
dataset, the edge distributions for PP and PTM are not available. We have to remedy by putting
some empirical λ and assume equal λ for every of these edges. The assumption may not reflect
the true distributions these edges. So when plugged in the likelihood function, there may exist some
deviations. In addition, assumption of equal λ may lose some structural information and cause many
nodes to have similar likelihood after optimization. For example, in Figure 3, when optimizing edge
A-B, A-B, E-F and G-H will affect likelihood. If λAB >> λEF , λGH , shrinking AB will increase
likelihood. However, when assuming λAB = λEF = λGH , for every such case, we will stretch edge
A-B to increase likelihood. Thus availability of accurate edge distributions will allow this method
to be improved and possibly perform better.
The fastest diffusion assumes source delivers activations to observed nodes’ parents faster. It incorporates the shortest path information as well activation time of observed nodes, but put much less
dependency on the edge distributions. When λ is small, it has poor performance. However, when
λ ≥ 10, the outcome is significantly improved. For an exponential distribution, λ = 10 corresponds
to mean = 6min and λ = 10000 corresponds to mean = 0.36s. These values are within the range
of PP and PTM interactions which are generally transient. As long as λ approach this range, the
accuracy of λ becomes not that importance. Thus we observed similar hits when λ increase from
10 to 10000. Therefore this method has better tolerance of edge distributions. It is worth noting
that the percentage of hits increase with more iterations. This is because PP and PTM edges are initialized randomly. With less accumulations, the randomness may undermine the original structure
information (one PP edge may be longer than three PP edge), while more iterations will alleviate
this effect.
Based on the roles or locations of proteins n H1N1 infection pathway, proteins can be divided into
three categories: source proteins are those located at very early stage of infection; internal proteins
serve as mediators to transfer signal from source to downstream; target proteins located at bottom
and may be responsible for gene activations. Using top 100 nodes from the fastest diffusion method,
we can match 18 for source, 11 for internal and 6 for target (Table 10). Our method identified a set
of source proteins as well as some mediators in H1N1 infection pathway.

7

Conclusions

H1N1 is a life-threaten and infectious disease, while understanding the key mediators in the infection
pathways will provide insight into designing effective therapeutics against it. We have developed
two algorithms to identify source proteins (nodes) in H1N1 infection. The first MLE with edge-wise
optimization employs an iterative optimization on each feasible edge and find source nodes based on
likelihood rank. This method achieve about 2 folds of hits compared to random guess. The fastest
diffusion assigns scores based on the shortest path property and find source nodes based on scores.
This method achieves 12 folds of hits compared to random with p = 1.32e−10 . Two methods depend
differently on assumption of edge distributions and may exhibit different performance with various
data availability. Given the conservation of human protein-gene network, the methods developed
can be applied into predictions of source for other diseases and provide prophetic guidance for
preventions and treatments.
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